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1 INTRODUCTION 

Project 1 of SENG 466: Software for Embedded and Mechatronic Systems course 

was to design a self-tuning fretless monochord guitar robot in conjunction with the 

Music and ECE Masters Departments at the University of Victoria. The task for this 

project is to design and build a robotic instrument which can detect a few notes around 

middle C and tension the string to tune the string. The instrument must be self-tuning, 

meaning that the frequency of vibration of the string must be picked up by a sensor to 

be transformed into a signal to a mechanism for tensioning which will provide 

tightening and loosening of the string to generate a different pitch.  

To accomplish this task a simple feedback loop is required where the tensioning 

mechanism is the actuator, the sound produced by the vibration of the string is the 

measured output and the user selected note to be played is the setpoint. The system also 

includes a second actuator, the motor which will handle the plucking of the string, 

which is outside of the basic feedback control loop. 

The system also requires a “user interface” which connects the user to the 

instrument. The user will need to control when to pluck and which note the string is to 

be tuned to. The user interface may be accomplished in several different manners, 

including a MIDI keyboard, PS2 or Wii remote control or laptop via USB. 

2 DESIGN 

The design of the guitar is centered around the use of the Arduino Duemilanove 

microcontroller to handle the sensor and motors for strumming and tensioning 

applications. The following sections outline the mechanical, software and electrical 

designs for the project. 

2.1 MECHANICAL DESIGN 

The mechanical design approach taken to develop the robotic instrument was 

centered on ensuring coupling of the electrical systems. The guitar string required a way 

to be mounted, tensioned and picked.  
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2.1.1 STRING MOUNTING 

The single-string unit needed support and tension which was similar to a traditional 

guitar for repeatability of the sound and feel of the string. Like most components of this 

project, the string mounts went through numerous design iterations until the design was 

perfected.  

The initial design involved a plywood piece with two dowel pins mounted 

perpendicular to the surface. The dowel pins were installed with grooves at the top to 

support the string and restrict motion side to side as the string was plucked. This design 

was initially chosen as it was simple and quick to construct for testing. The group soon 

found that the string made a very noisy signal when played with the dowelling. The 

sound was had a notable “twang” and was difficult for the sensor to process as there 

was a significant amount of noise. The observation was made that the string was not 

sitting in the dowel groove exactly and was as a result vibrating between the wooden 

walls increasing the noise in the signal and giving a poor guitar sound. 

At this point the group took the next step of looking at an actual guitar and observing 

the string mounting on it. The string mounts, or guitar bridge, were found to support the 

string at a single point rather than other a certain length axially as the previous design 

had. The new design would attempt to mimic the real guitar setup with a mounts that 

featured a pointed tip for the string to rest on. The new design can be seen in Figure 1 

below.  
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Figure 1: String Mounting Setup 

The new design was found to give a much better sound than the original design as 

well as a cleaner signal which was taken in by the sensor.  

2.1.2 TENSIONING SYSTEM 

An important criterion of the project was to have the system be self-tuning, meaning 

that a mechanism was required to accept a value from the microcontroller indicating 

which direction the tension is to be changed in. This was accomplished but using a 

tuning peg directly from the guitar which takes a rotational input and translates it to 

linear motion of the string as it wraps around the peg. The user tab of the tuning peg 

was attached to the stepper motor as seen in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2: String Tensioning System 

This system was bolted to the platform and was found to be robust throughout 

testing. 

2.1.3 PICKING SYSTEM 

The guitar string produces a sound by strumming a guitar pick over it near the tip of 

the pick. As this system was purely used for tuning the string, speed of the strumming 

was not a consideration in the design. In order to achieve the motion of the pick across 

the string a servo motor was used. The servo motor was an obvious choice for this 

application as it is simple to interface and would give us enough sweep to strum the 

string, as well as meeting the systems speed and torque requirements.   

The height at which the pick crosses the string has a direct effect on the sound 

produced which is why the original picking system had a modified pick with a slot 

running down the center, allowing the user to adjust the height and consequently the 

sound. The pick was attached to an arm mounted to the servo motor shaft. This 

arrangement allows for much versatility also due to the holes in the mounting arm. The 

issue with this was that although the pick was attached tightly to the arm it still 
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managed to come loose through testing and then struck the string improperly. The 

original system was replaced with a fixed arm and pick position held together by bolts 

and super glue, which provided a more robust design. The entire picking system can be 

seen in Figure 3 below.  

 

Figure 3: Guitar String Picking System 

The servo motor mount can also be seen in the above figure. This design was straight 

forward where the height of the base was determined to be the ideal height for plucking. 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

A guitar sting is basic in construction but inherently complex in dynamics. A guitar 

string’s vibration produces frequencies that cover the entire spectrum and include a 

fundamental plus all harmonics (overtones). This is seen in Figure 4 which shows the 

frequency spectrum of a typical guitar string tuned to a B3 (247Hz) as the fundamental 

and all harmonics at |  |        . 
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Figure 4: Frequency Spectrum of guitar string tuned to B3(247Hz) 

The system design objective is to tune the guitar string to a set note by filtering the 

fundamental frequency and adjusting the system accordingly. This is achieved by 

implementing a feedback design to read the current frequency and compensate for error. 

A motor, controlled by the microcontroller, adjusts the tension to match the new set 

note and a user interface creates a modular and portable system. See electrical schematic 

in Appendix A. 

2.2.1 FEEDBACK SYSTEM 

Any control system requires a form of feedback to adjust the system towards a set 

stable state. The guitar tuner system has a basic feedback loop using a simple op-amp 

comparator in combination with a magnetic pick-up coil connected to the 

microprocessor, ATmega328P, to form an active feedback loop that determines the 

current string frequency. This method is discussed below. 

2.2.1.1 SOUND SENSOR DETECTION MODULE 

The three pin sensor module contains a simple op-amp comparator circuit with an 

adjustable DC voltage reference threshold and an electret microphone. The circuit and 

corresponding waveform is shown in Figure 5. The amplitude of the input frequency is 

compared to a set threshold, and the comparator outputs a saturated square-wave signal 

at the input frequency. A potentiometer adjusts the DC reference threshold so the output 

signal is active only when the input voltage is above the reference threshold. This 

feature is used as a sensitivity tuner to remove the unwanted, lower amplitude 

harmonics.  
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Figure 5: Schematic of the Sound sensor deterion module with accompanying input vs. output 

signal 

2.2.1.1.1 SIGNAL OUTPUT FROM SOUND SENSOR 

The sound sensor is able to detect only the fundamental input frequency and output a 

square wave. The output signal when the for a pure A3 (220Hz) note is show in Figure 

6. The square wave output from the sensor module contains only the fundamental at 

220Hz. 

 

Figure 6: Output from Sound sensor module to a pure 220Hz input sine wave 

Adjusting the reference voltage for the comparator changes the duty cycle, total time 

of the output signal, and the number of harmonics appearing in the output. Figure 7 

below shows the output when the reference voltage was lowered producing a larger duty 

cycle.  
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Figure 7:  Adjusting the reference of the comparator changes the duty cycle 

2.2.1.1.2 MICROPHONE REPLACEMENT 

The sensor board initially contained an electret microphone; however, on testing the 

microphone was determined to pick up unexpected noise which produced a dirty signal 

from the sensor module. Figure 8 displays a noisy waveform at the 220Hz input 

frequency. The noise was consistent for the beginning 100-200ms of every new signal 

and persisted throughout the entire waveform.  

 

Figure 8:  Microphone of sensor module picks up unexpected noise to guitar string input 

Attempts to raise the reference voltage to filter the harmonics and noise failed 

because the intrinsic property of the electret microphone picks up noise other than the 

vibrational string sounds. The noise factor limited the usability of the microphone due 

to the complex software required to filter the signal and therefore a magnetic coil was 

selected as a robust replacement. 
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2.2.1.2 GUITAR PICKUP COIL 

A steel string vibrating above a magnetic coil will induce a charge in the coil at 

frequencies: Fundamental; and the 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, 4

th
…Harmonics. A simple diagram in 

Figure 9 illustrates how an electrical charge is produced using a magnetic coil with the 

equivalent time-domain waveform from a guitar pickup coil.  

 

Figure 9: Diagram of guitar inductive pickup coil with time domain output 

Replacing the microphone on the sound sensor board with the guitar pickup coil 

produced a very clean square wave signal at the fundamental frequency expected as 

shown in Figure 10 with a B3 (247Hz) guitar string input. This clean waveform shows 

small bursts of harmonic noise but is overall suitable for bit-banging the frequency 

using a digital I/O pin on the Arduino board. 

 

Figure 10: Good signal with some harmonic interference using inductive pickup coil 

Increasing the threshold of the comparator produces an even cleaner signal without 

harmonics, but also a shorter signal period to sample from. The difference is shown in 

Figure 11 with a B3 (247Hz) guitar string input.   
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Figure 11: Increasing comparator reference results in very clean signal 

2.2.2 STRING MECHANICS 

A steel guitar string with scale length L will vibrate at the fundamental frequency 

and multiples of the fundamental, called harmonics. The fundamental wavelength is 

directly proportional to the scale length and the harmonics are multiples thereafter, as 

depicted in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12: Fundamental and harmonics output from a guitar string 

 

Adjusting the tension on the string changes the fundamental frequency the string will 

vibrate at. The tension required to vibrate at a specific frequency is determined with the 

equation below: 

    
(     ) 

     
 

 

The tension on the string has a non-linear relationship with the frequency generated 

and the frequencies expected require very slight modifications of the tension. For very 

slight adjustments to the tension, a stepper motor in combination with a guitar tuning 

peg was selected. To make the guitar tuner fully automated, a servo motor was included 

U  = unit weight/length [lb/in] 

T  = tension [ft-lb] 

L  = length [inches] 

F  = frequency [Hz] 
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in the design. The servo motor, with attached guitar pick, plucks the string and creates 

vibrations for the inductive pick-up coil.  

2.2.2.1 STEPPER MOTOR 

The stepper motor adjusts the tension of the string to increase or decrease the 

frequency of vibrations, and thus the fundamental note output.  

The selected stepper motor is a 12 volt, bipolar, four wire stepper motor with 

increments of 1.8° per step; one revolution is 200 steps. Figure 13 represents a 

simplified diagram of a bipolar stepper motor. Applying a current through one coil 

causes the shaft of the motor to increment one step in the direction of the applied 

current. Reversing the current causes the shaft to increment on step in the opposite 

direction. By alternating the current through either coil, the motor will rotate 

continuously.  

 

Figure 13: Simplified Diagram of a stepper motor's workings 

2.2.2.2 STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER 

The stepper motor is a high current device and requires more power than the simple 

Arduino board can source. To interface the stepper motor with the microprocessor, a 

L293D H-bridge motor driver is connected within the circuit as seen in Figure 14 

below. This H-bridge integrated chip allows simple operation by sending 5V logic to 

the IN[4..1] pins while the enable (EN[1..2]) pins are tied to Vcc.  
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Figure 14: The L293D motor driver circuit (left) with the logic table used to drive a stepper motor 

(right) 

A lookup table displayed on the right side of Figure 14 demonstrates the consecutive 

inputs required by the L293D to move the stepper motor’s shaft. Applying the levels as 

moving down the table causes a clockwise movement, while applying them in the 

reverse order results in movement the opposite direction. 

2.2.2.3 SERVO MOTOR 

The SG90 servo motor is driven directly from the Arduino board using pulse code 

modulation. Servos use error-sensing feedback to correct the position of the device. 

Adjusting the width of the PCM signal results in CW or CCW operation was done to 

match the new ‘coded’ position. 

An attached guitar pick performs basic plucking of the string. The loudness of the 

plucking is directly proportional to how much of the guitar pick makes contact with the 

string. Too loud and the sound sensor board could not limit the harmonics, too quiet and 

the signal would not be detected. 

2.2.3 USER INTERFACE 

2.2.3.1 MICROCONTROLLER 

The Arduino Duemilanove with an on-board ATmega328P is the main processor for 

the guitar tuning system. The processor collects the samples, performs simple math 

function, and adjusts the tension to correct for the new selected frequency. 

The Arduino is shown in Figure 15 below. 

Step IN1 IN2 IN3 IN4 

1 1 0 1 0 

2 0 1 1 0 

3 0 1 0 1 

4 1 0 0 1 
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Figure 15: Arduino Duemilanove with accompanying ATmega328P pin map 

The pins used in the system include:  

Arduino Pin Function System  

A4 GPI/O Clock for the I2C LCD library 

A5 GPI/O Data line for the I2C LCD library 

A3 GPI/O PWM for stepper motor 

13..10 GPI/O Stepper motor logic line 

8 GPI/O Sound sensor input 

A0 ADC0 Analogue in for battery voltage 

system 

A1 ADC1 Analogue in for potentiometer 

interface 

2.2.3.2 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

A liquid crystal display is the main interface to provide user feedback. It shows the 

currently tuned frequency and the expected new selected frequency.  

The LCD interfaces with the Arduino Duemilanove through the Inter-Integrated 

Circuit (I
2
C) protocol using two I/O pins of the ATmega328P. One pin generates the 

required clock signal, while the other pin transfers the data. 

2.2.4 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Although all attempts were made to minimize bugs and errors, time restrictions and 

hardware limitations limited the system performance. Some of those problems required 

special attention for noise, interference and intricate adjustments. 
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2.2.4.1 NOISE AND INTERFERENCE 

A square wave signal on one signal line generates a lot of interference called 

‘crosstalk’ in nearby signal lines. This crosstalk is a large source of error on the 

frequency sample line. For this reason the servo motor and stepper motor had to be 

completely shut off while any samples were attained from the inductive coil.  

2.2.4.2 FINE ADJUSTMENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

The system required a very tedious process of adjustments to attain a clean signal. 

This section provides an overview of the process of adjusting the signal conditioning 

circuit. 

The placement of the guitar pick determines the amplitude of the generated signal to 

the inductive coil. Too hard of a strum, produces the high amplitude harmonics that will 

bypass the comparator to the signal line as noise. Too soft of a strum will result in no 

signal attained.  

The comparator is highly sensitive to slight adjustments within the detectable range. 

Increasing the threshold causes a shorter but cleaner signal, lowering it results in a 

longer signal but with more noise/harmonics.  

As the string is tensioned or loosened the output varies. Tightening the string causes 

a higher voltage from the pickup coil and thus a longer and noisier signal from the 

comparator output. Loosening the string results in a quieter signal, which is very short, 

and thus requires a higher sensitivity setting on the sound sensor board. 

Adjusting the comparator and plucking strength to an acceptable full-range setting is 

a tedious process. It requires determining a fine balance between extra harmonics at the 

higher frequencies and shorter signals at the lower frequencies combined with a robust 

filtering and compensation in software. 
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2.2.5 ISSUES 

Different devices were tested for implementation in the system. The ones that did not 

work or have been modified are discussed below. 

2.2.5.1 FIXED FREQUENCY SOUND SENSOR BOARD 

Initial attempts to use the fixed frequency sound sensor failed due to the extremely 

limited feedback provided from the sensor module. This sensor board is a five pin 

module that detects an input analog sound signal, amplifies and filters the signal with a 

band pass filter, then uses an integrated chip to output logic 1 or 0 if the frequency is 

within the pass band range. The module and schematic is shown in Figure 16. A 

potentiometer is used to adjust the pass band frequency.  

 

Figure 16: Fixed frequency sound sensor board with accompanying schematic 

The fixed sensor module is very good for attenuating all the harmonics and passing 

only the frequency expected within the pass band range; however, the module is 

inherently limited to frequencies above 300Hz which makes it unacceptable for the 

expected guitar frequencies. The pass band range is about 60Hz which would mean the 

output would be limited to ±½ note.  

The output is also limited to a high (5V) when no activity and low (0V) when a high 

amplitude frequency is within pass band range. Since the output has no feedback for the 

current string frequency, a different, more robust approach was required. 
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Table 1 below lists the functions of each pin for the fixed sound sensor module.  

 

Table 1: Pin functions of the fixed frequency sound sensor module 

Pin Function Description 

Gnd + Vcc Power Power and Ground 

Out Output 1 or 0 Normally 1. 

Outputs logic 0 if signal within band pass range. 

Fin Input frequency Calibration frequency input to circuit for testing proper output. 

Fout Calibration Output Outputs center frequency of pass band range without any input, 

used to determine what frequency board will detect. 

Rout Raw output Outputs the direct analog input signal that has been amplified but 

without any conditioning. Useful as a pre-amp. 

2.2.5.2 SOUND SENSOR DETECTION MODULE 

The three pin sound sensor detection module is a robust method for determining the 

currently set frequency and useful to form an error correcting feedback loop. The board 

initially was fabricated with an electret microphone but upon testing the microphone 

was found to pick up bad signals.  

The intrinsic properties of an electret microphone mean the system would detect the 

string vibrations plus all other unexpected sounds. These unexpected sounds produced 

too much noise for the system to handle without a larger conditioning circuit. A high Q 

band pass filter could be implemented to attenuate much of the noise and recover the 

expected signal, but at the cost of components and time. 

Testing the system with an inductive pickup coil produced very clean signals as seen in 

Figure 11.  

2.3 SOFTWARE DESIGN  

The system of a self-tuning fretless monochord guitar was built using the Arduino 

Duemilanove ("2009"), which is a board based on the ATmega328 microcontroller. 

Some features of this board are 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as 

PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power 
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jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. The firmware was developed based on a state 

machine in which each activity executes separately. This scheme was chosen because of 

its better understanding and organization.  

The system has these main points: the user selects the note to be tuned, the string is 

plucked, the frequency is read and possible noises are treated, based on frequency value 

take a decision on what direction the stepper motor should go to tension the string, 

verify if it has achieved the selected tension, if it is correct, the system go to initial state 

and wait for user action, otherwise, repeat commands until it reaches the note. Each of 

those states has some features inside which will be described in next paragraphs. 

 

Figure 17: High level state diagram 

At the first state the battery level is taken to indicate its actual power in a user 

interface provided by LCD display and the home screen of system is shown to user. 

After that, a conditional loop is executed until some button is pressed. There are three 

choices, the first button is used when some frequency is selected freely using a 

potentiometer, values range between 207Hz and 294Hz. The second button, when 

selected, set a fixed frequency value to ‘B’ note (247Hz). And then, the last button set a 

fixed frequency for ‘C’ note (261Hz). 
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After note selection, the LCD is updated with that frequency set by the user and then 

moves to a Tuning screen, which shows the expected and current frequencies, the 

current is update every time after plucking string until it reaches the expected set by 

user. Now the system is able to go through next step when the string is plucked in order 

to analyze its frequency. 

2.3.1 SERVO MOTOR CONTROLS 

Following the flow execution depicted in state diagram, the next step is pluck the 

string. This action is provided by a Servo Motor. Standard servos allow the shaft to be 

set at various angles between 0 and 180 degrees and this feature is adequate to move the 

guitar pick between a few angles to provide a real pluck enough to generate sound and 

be feasible to read frequency.  

The implementation of this actuator was based on Arduino Servo Library (Servo.h) 

which has all necessary features to use servo motor and can control it precisely. To 

connect the servo is needed 5V power supply, ground and any digital pin on Arduino 

board. One important note in this state is that before pluck the string, the system must 

deactivate any function related to frequency counting because motors can be very noisy 

and any simple garbage can interfere in the frequency and generate an inaccurate value. 

The system always make sure that each function is executed alone with no external 

interference, for example, the servo motor pluck the string and after that it is turned off, 

while the frequency is analyzed all the actuators are off, and when the stepper motor is 

tensioning the string the servo motor is off. 

To use this library it is necessary to create a servo object, attach a pin for it, and 

control it just sending the angle to be achieved as a function parameter. It was calibrated 

to adequate position to pluck string, which was chosen 100 degrees as initial position 

and a function called pluck() was implemented to move the motor and provide a pluck 

action on the string as it follows: 

void pluck () { 

  for(pos = 100; pos >= 60; pos -= 1) // goes from 100 degrees to 60 degrees.  

  // System calibrated according to guitar pick position 
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  {                                 

    myservo.write(pos);    // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'  

    delay(5);              // wait 5ms for servo to reach the position  

  }   

} 

The calibration was important because plucking action can be too strong and 

generate a noisy signal. This way, a guitar pick was attached adequately to servo motor 

in order to generate a good sound and, consequently, cleaner signal. After plucking the 

motor is detached to avoid errors during sample period, which is the next step. 

2.3.2 FREQUENCY ACQUISITION 

The third block of our system to be described is Frequency Acquisition. A sound 

sensor detection module with a microphone coupled to it is used to this purpose. After 

some experiments with this board, we have detected some problems about noise; the 

microphone was capturing a huge amount of noise which was unfeasible to treat by 

software. The solution for this problem was found changing the microphone by a guitar 

pickup. The noise was reduced and the board was able to output a cleaner and softer 

signal. 

After analyzing the output from sound detection board, it was identified a periodic 

square wave with the correct frequency captured from string but we still have (even in 

less quantity) noise. Before and sometimes between the correct output, there is some 

noise because of many factors such as harmonics and intensity of plucking action. 

However, this problem was treated just counting the expected period of the correct 

sample and making comparison between samples. 

A code was developed for frequency counting using input pin change interrupt 

routine and counting the time of each period using timer1. To obtain more precision it 

counts the time of each edge (rising and falling), store the value at ICR1 register, and 

then add them to form a sample.  
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It is executed until the maximum number of samples is collected. This value is 

defined up to 12 and the counting process is started with the first falling edge because of 

the output signal from the board. During each entry of the interrupt service routine the 

counter is reset to have the exact period of each pulse during its low and high level. 

After the code toggles the edge it will seek a rising edge. When it occurs the time is 

stored inside a temporary variable called smallsig. This value is used to compare with 

all next signal based on waveform analysis and we have the period of low level signal 

of input signal. Next step it toggles the edge again and do the same thing now in another 

state and store the value inside edge2 variable. Now this value is compared to make it is 

around 60% and 30% of smallsig. Case not, it goes back to state 2 of ISR machine, 

otherwise keep going to next step. Following the same thinking the code takes sample 

from falling edge first and save the value inside edge3 and rising edge inside edg4. This 

way the code compares again if edge4 and edge2 are around smallsig, case not, the code 

goes back to state 4, otherwise add edge2 and edge3 as a sample result and restart the 

code from state 2. It does it until it reaches the maximum number of samples, when then 

deactivate the interrupt and go back to main state machine of the system. 

Between execution of this part, the system has a watchdog timer associated with 

timer2 to make sure no problem with timer counting happens. If timer2 overflows more 

than 6 times, the counting frequency process is stopped and the main machine follows 

its flow of execution to decide which step follow. 

Between execution of this part, the system has a watchdog timer associated with 

timer2. It is set for 64us ticks, and the ISR will make GATE=1 after 114ms turning off 

the sample period. This is used in case the Signal ends before the samples are finished. 

After that, the counting frequency process is stopped and the main state machine 

follows its flow of execution to decide the next step. 

2.3.3 FREQUENCY CALCULATION  

This process is used after all the samples were collected. The first step is just to 

verify if the value is between the range of expected period and count how many of them 

are correct. Next, all the corrected values are added in order to take an average of them. 
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Since the value is in microseconds, it is converted to seconds to generate the frequency 

value is Hertz. The value is updated to LCD screen as a current frequency level and it 

will be later compared with expected to decide how many steps the stepper motor 

should go to reach the note. 

2.3.4 STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLS 

The next step is tensioning the string. This action is provided by a Stepper Motor. 

The implementation of this actuator was based on Arduino Stepper Library (Stepper.h) 

in which it is possible to create a stepper object, attach pins for it, and control it just 

sending the number of steps the user would like to go. Forward movement is achieved 

sending positive values, and backward, negatives. The whole movement process in 

treated in background by the library. Some functions were implemented in order to 

organize movements with an adequate speed and provide a user interface. They are 

stepperGo() and steperBack(). The first one means that the user requires more tension to 

string by moving the motor in anti-clockwise direction. The second, less tension by 

moving in clockwise direction. 

void stepperGo (int steps) { 

  stepper.step(steps);    // forward 

} 

 

// the user says the number of steps and the function does its job moving backward 

void stepperBack (int steps) {    // backward 

  if (steps < 0) 

    stepper.step(steps); 

  else 

    stepper.step(-steps); 

} 

After the frequency value has found, the code calculates how many steps stepper 

motor should take to get closer to expected frequency defined by user at the beginning 

of execution supposing that for each 2Hz we have one step, which means 4 stepper 
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motor steps. The absolute value between expected and current frequencies is taken and 

decide the number making sure it does not go beyond 250 because this way the string 

will break. At the end, the stepper motor is turned off sending low level signal to all 

related pins. If there is no step to go, the system reaches its final step and go back to 

first state when it waits until some button is pressed again. 

2.3.5 LCD SCREEN 

In order to provide a visual feedback information for users, a library was 

developed to control the flow of messages using a I2C LCD display. It wraps the Wire.h 

library in Arduino (which allows communication with I2C / TWI devices), uses two 

lines (clk and data) on pins A4 and A5 for transmission, and its display requires 

commands in 8bit format. The LCD display works with our user interface provided by 

buttons to make the system dynamic and interactive, and at the same time, user-friendly 

showing steps during execution/tuning process. 

A class template was implemented for this specific purpose and can be visualized 

below: 

 
class LCD 

{ 

   public:  

 LCD(); 

 void Init_LCD(unsigned char addr); 

 void HomeSreen_LCD(unsigned int Freq, unsigned char Batt); 

 void TuningScreen_LCD();   

 void UpdateFrequency_LCD(unsigned int Cur, unsigned int Exp); 

 void UpdateBattery_LCD(unsigned char Batt); 

 void BtnPress_LCD(unsigned char Btn, unsigned char pressed); 

  

  

   private:    

 void ClearScreen_LCD(unsigned char addy); 

 void HomePosition_LCD(unsigned char addy); 

 void SendCGRam(unsigned char address);  

 void SendData_LCD(unsigned char addr, unsigned char pos, const char 

*data); 

 void SendData_LCD(unsigned char addr, unsigned char pos, char *data); 

 void SendData_LCD(unsigned char addr, unsigned char pos, char data);

  

 void IntAscii_convert(unsigned int variable, char *);   

}; 

 

The complete system code can be found in Appendix B. 
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3 CONCLUSION 

Project 1 of SENG 466 was to design a self-tuning fretless monochord guitar robot in 

conjunction with the Music and ECE Masters Departments at the University of Victoria. 

The instrument was be self-tuning, meaning that the frequency of vibration of the string 

must be picked up by a sensor to be transformed into a signal to a mechanism for 

tensioning which will provide tightening and loosening of the string to generate a 

different pitch. To accomplish this task a simple feedback loop was implemented where 

the tensioning mechanism is the actuator, the sound produced by the vibration of the 

string is the measured output and the user selected note to be played is the setpoint. The 

system also includes a second actuator, a servo motor which handled the plucking of the 

string, which is outside of the basic feedback control loop. 

The system also was built with a “user interface” which connects the user to the 

instrument through and LCD screen and switch buttons to select note. Overall the 

system was successful in meeting design requirements. 

4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations can be made in regards to the design: 

 Higher accuracy of mechanical parts could have been achieved if parts were 

manufacture from steel or hard plastic on a milling or CNC machine. This 

would have also allowed for more complex design but in turn increased 

fabrication time 

 Using a multi-turn potentiometer on the sound sensor module board would 

make slight variances to the adjustment much less tedious.  

 Use an I
2
C potentiometer to control the sensitivity of the comparator at 

different frequencies – low frequency requires high sensitivity, high 

frequency requires low sensitivity 

 Add a high Q band pass filter to attenuate unexpected noise in the 

conditioning circuit 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
 
/* 

  Lecture: SENG 466/CSC 578C 

  Project 1: Self-tuning fretless monochord guitar 

  Group: Bruno Sampaio, Mike Sykes, Radost Rychtera 

  February 19th, 2013 

*/ 

 

#include <Stepper.h> 

#include <LCD_functs.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include <Servo.h>  

#include <util/delay.h> 

 

#define LCD_address 0x3C  // lcd define 

#define STEPS 200         // change this to the number of steps on your motor 

#define DEFAULT_STEP 4 

#define BUTTON_1 4    // change this before loading code to arduino board!!! 

#define BUTTON_2 5    // select digital pins to use as digital input 

#define BUTTON_3 2 

#define BUTTON_4 3 

#define up 1 

#define down 0 

#define FallingEdge  &= ~(1<<ICES1) 

#define RisingEdge   |= (1<<ICES1) 

 

// create an instance of the stepper class, specifying 

// the number of steps of the motor and the pins it's 

// attached to 

Stepper stepper(STEPS, 6, 7, 10, 11); 

Servo myservo;  // create servo object to control a servo  

                // a maximum of eight servo objects can be created  

 

LCD myLCD = LCD();  // instance of LCD object 

// ########### LCD Variables ############# 

          int          cur = 0;        // current frequency 

          int          expected = 0;   // expected frequency 

          char         batt_lvl = 100; // 0,50,75,100 

// ####################################### 

// the previous reading from the analog input 

          int           pos = 0;  // variable to store the servo position   

          int           state=0; 

const     int           inputCapturePin = 8;   // input pin fixed to internal Timer 

const     int           ledPin = 3;  

const     int           prescale = 8;          // prescale factor (each tick 0.5 us 

@16MHz) 

const     byte          prescaleBits = 2;      // see Table 18-1 or data sheet 

const     long          precision = (1000000/(F_CPU/1000)) * prescale ;  // calculate 

time per counter tick in ns =500 ns? 

const     int           numberOfEntries = 12;      // the max number of pulses to 

measure 

volatile  byte          index = 0;                 // index to the stored readings 

volatile  byte          gate = 0;                  // 0 disables capture, 1 enables 

volatile  unsigned int  results[numberOfEntries]; 

volatile  unsigned int  edge1 = 0; 

volatile  unsigned int  edge2 = 0; 

volatile  unsigned int  edge3 = 0; 

volatile  unsigned int  edge4 = 0; 

volatile  unsigned int  smallsig = 0; 

volatile  unsigned int  int_reg = 0; 

volatile  int           fate=0;      //a different state machine name 

volatile  char          watchdog=0; 

          float         current=0; 

          float         freq_arr[numberOfEntries]; 

          int           count = 0; 

          int           steps; 

          int           Vbatt=0; 
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          int           difference=0; 

 

 

//######################################################################################

######################### 

 

/* ICR interrupt vector */ 

 

ISR(TIMER2_OVF_vect)//if samples go stale break ISR routine - WATCHDOG 

{  //timer2=64us ticks 

  watchdog++; 

  if(watchdog>6)  //114ms with full prescale on 8 bit timer2 

  { 

      watchdog=0; 

      Serial.println("9");  

        TCNT1=0; 

        gate=0; 

        fate=0; 

        state=0; 

        disableFreqCounter(); 

        digitalWrite(6, LOW); 

        digitalWrite(7, LOW); 

        digitalWrite(10, LOW); 

        digitalWrite(11, LOW); 

  } 

} 

 

/*This interrupt routine assumes the first signal detected is not not*/ 

ISR(TIMER1_CAPT_vect) 

{ //timer1 = 0.5us ticks 

unsigned int result_temp  =0; 

int_reg = ICR1;  //store value incase int occurs before finishing 

TCNT1 = 0;   // reset the counter 

TCNT2 = 0;   // watchdog reset 

watchdog=0;  // watchdog reset 

 

  if(gate) 

  {   

    switch(fate) 

    { 

      case 0: 

        if( bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == false) // wait for FALLING edge first  

        {   

            TCCR1B RisingEdge; 

            fate++;  

        }         

        break; 

      case 1: 

        if (bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == true) //rising edge 

        {  

          smallsig = int_reg;  //set width of expected short signal (see waveform) - 

everything else compared to this width 

          TCCR1B FallingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

          fate++;    

        }//end elseif        

        break; 

      case 2: 

        if( bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == false) // begin taking samples - falling edge 

first 

        {               

          //edge1 = int_reg;    //begin - usless variable just for looks 

          TCCR1B RisingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

          fate++;    

        } 

        break; 

      case 3: 

        if (bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == true) //detect 2nd edge - rising edge 

        {  

          edge2 = int_reg;         

          //test time between edge 1 and 2 
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          if((edge2 < (smallsig*0.6))||(edge2 > (smallsig*1.4)))//threshold is 60% and 

30% around smallsig 

          {             

            TCCR1B FallingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

            fate=2;  //ignore this sample if noise signal     

            break;         

          } 

          else 

          { 

            TCCR1B FallingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

            fate++;     

          } 

        }//end elseif   

        break; 

      case 4: 

        if( bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == false) // begin taking samples - falling edge 

first 

        {               

          edge3 = int_reg;  

          TCCR1B RisingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

          fate++;    

        } 

        break; 

      case 5: 

        if (bitRead(TCCR1B, ICES1) == true) //detect 2nd edge - rising edge 

        {  

          edge4 = int_reg;   

          //test time between edge 3 and 4        

          if((edge4 < (smallsig*0.6))||(edge2 > (smallsig*1.4)))//threshold is 60% and 

30% around smallsig 

          { 

            fate=4;  //ignore this sample if noise signal   

            TCCR1B FallingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

            break; 

          } 

          else  //otherwise store sample 

          {            

            if (index < numberOfEntries) //if space to store sample in array and 

continue waiting for next sample 

            {             

              result_temp=edge2+edge3;//edge1 is start condition - edge4 is test 

condition               

              results[index++] = result_temp;     

              TCCR1B FallingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

              fate=2;   //next sample edge to detect               

            } 

            else //otherwise number of samples attained so end sampling period 

            { 

              TCCR1B RisingEdge; // toggle bit to trigger on the other edge 

              //leave edge detect on rising edge so won't execute in fate=0; 

              fate=0;  //reset fate machine 

              gate=0;  //close sample period 

            }             

          }     

        }//end elseif   

        break; 

      default: 

        Serial.println("error1"); 

        state=0;  

        break; 

    }//end switch     

  }//end ifgate  

} 

 

void stepperGo (int steps) { 

  stepper.step(steps);    // forward 

} 

 

// the user says the number of steps and the function does its job moving backward 

void stepperBack (int steps) {    // backward 
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  if (steps < 0) 

    stepper.step(steps); 

  else 

    stepper.step(-steps); 

} 

 

void pluck () { 

  for(pos = 100; pos >= 60; pos -= 1)     // goes from 100 degrees to 70 degrees. System 

calibrated according to guitar pick position 

  {                                 

    myservo.write(pos);    // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'  

    delay(5);              // wait 5ms for servo to reach the position  

  }   

} 

 

void goBack () { 

  for(pos = 60; pos < 100; pos += 1)  // goes from 70 degrees to 100 degrees  

  {                                   // in steps of 1 degree  

    myservo.write(pos);               // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'  

    delay(5);                         // wait 15ms for the servo to reach the position  

  } 

} 

 

void enableFreqCounter() {   

  TCCR1A = 0;              // Normal counting mode 

  TCCR1B = prescaleBits ; // set prescale bits  

  TCCR1B |= (0<<ICES1);   // enable input capture on FALLING edge first 

  TCNT1=0; 

   

  TCCR2A = 0;            //timer2 init for WATCHDOG 

  bitSet(TCCR2B,CS21);  //timer 2 prescale 1024 

  bitSet(TCCR2B,CS20);  //timer 2 prescale 1024 

  bitSet(TCCR2B,CS22);  //timer 2 prescale 1024 

  TCNT2=0;                 //set value to begin condition 

  bitSet(TIFR2,TOV2);      //clear overflow flag 

  bitSet(TIMSK2,TOIE2);    //enable overflow interrupt timer2 

   

  bitSet(TIFR1, ICF1);     //clear input edge flag timer1 

  bitSet(TIMSK1,ICIE1);    // enable input capture interrupt for timer 1  

  //timer1 = 0.5us ticks 

  //timer2 = 64us ticks 

} 

 

void disableFreqCounter() { 

  TCCR1B &= ~_BV(ICES1);  // disable input capture 

  bitClear(TIMSK1,ICIE1); // disable input capture interrupt for timer 1   

  bitClear(TIMSK2,TOIE2); // disable overflow interrupt timer2 

} 

 

int checkBatt(int voltage) 

{ 

  /* (ADCval/1024)*2=batteryvoltage  expected batt voltage is 8.4..6.8 volts 

      ADC is 10 bit so 2^n=0..1024 possible values 

  */ 

  int Battery=0; 

   

      if(voltage > 757)  //battery discharge is not linear NiMH       

        Battery =100;       

      else if((voltage <= 757) && (voltage > 743)) 

        Battery = 75;       

      else if((Vbatt <= 743 ) && (voltage > 733))       

        Battery = 50;       

      else if((voltage <= 733 ) && (voltage > 716))       

        Battery = 25;       

      else //batt less than or equal to 716        

        Battery = 0;   

         

      return Battery; 

} 
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int readPot(int voltage) 

{/* Adc is 10 bits so 0..1024 possible values,  

  need 7 states for each note within the dynamic  

  range of our system (stable @ 200-300Hz) */ 

 

  int number=0; 

 

  if((voltage>0) && (voltage<=146))//207 

    number=207; 

  else if((voltage>146) && (voltage<=292))//220 

    number=220; 

  else if((voltage>292) && (voltage<=438))  //233 

    number=233; 

  else if((voltage>438) && (voltage<=584))  //247 

    number=247; 

  else if((voltage>584) && (voltage<=730))  //261 

    number=261; 

  else if((voltage>730) && (voltage<=876))  //277 

    number=277; 

  else//((voltage>876) && (voltage<=1024))  //294 

    number=294; 

     

   return number; 

} 

 

void setup() { 

  myLCD.Init_LCD(LCD_address);   // initializes lcd  

  stepper.setSpeed(150);         // set the speed of the motor to 5 RPMs 

  myservo.attach(9);             // attaches the servo on pin 7 to the servo object  

 

  Serial.begin(57600);           // set up serial communication with 9600 baud rate 

  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);       

   

  pinMode(inputCapturePin, INPUT); // ICP pin (digital pin 8 on Arduino) as input 

  pinMode(BUTTON_1, INPUT); 

  pinMode(BUTTON_2, INPUT); 

  pinMode(BUTTON_3, INPUT); 

  //pinMode(BUTTON_4, INPUT); 

  Serial.println("System started!"); 

  pinMode(12, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(A0, INPUT); 

  pinMode(13, OUTPUT); 

} 

 

void loop()  

{ 

  int a=0; 

  int temp=0; 

  int j=0; 

  long b=0; 

  int Note=0; 

   

  switch (state) { 

    case 0:/*********************User interface state*************************/ 

      Vbatt = analogRead(A0); //read once to calibrate 

      batt_lvl = checkBatt(analogRead(A0)); 

     // delay(1000); 

      myLCD.HomeSreen_LCD(cur, batt_lvl);  

  

      // execute until some button is pressed to set the note 

      do { 

        if (digitalRead(BUTTON_1) == 0) { // Read potentiometer value  

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn1, 1); 

          delay(40);    //debounce     

          while (!digitalRead(BUTTON_1));       

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn1, 0); 

          delay(300); 

          myLCD.TuningScreen_LCD(); 

          while(digitalRead(BUTTON_1))  //show pot value as a note updated on LCD 

          { 
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            delay(50); 

            myLCD.UpdateFrequency_LCD(0, Note); 

            Note = readPot(analogRead(A1));            

          } 

          expected = Note;              

      /*    myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn1, 1); 

          delay(40); 

          while (!digitalRead(BUTTON_1)); 

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn1, 0); 

          delay(300);*/ 

        } 

        else if (digitalRead(BUTTON_2) == 0) { // B note 

          expected = Bnote; 

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn2, 1);          

          delay(40); 

          while (!digitalRead(BUTTON_2)); 

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn2, 0); 

          delay(300); 

        } 

        else if (digitalRead(BUTTON_3) == 0) { // C note 

          expected = Cnote; 

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn3, 1); 

          delay(40); 

          while (!digitalRead(BUTTON_3)); 

          myLCD.BtnPress_LCD(Btn3, 0); 

          delay(350); 

        } 

      } while (expected == 0); 

      state++;       

      myLCD.TuningScreen_LCD();// show tuningscreen 

      delay(1000); 

      cur=0; 

      myLCD.UpdateFrequency_LCD(cur, expected); 

      break; 

    case 1:/******************pluck servo state****************************/ 

      disableFreqCounter(); 

      myservo.attach(9); 

      myservo.write(100); // initial position 

      delay(300); 

      pluck(); 

      myservo.detach();      

      digitalWrite(9, LOW);  // low level to servo 

      _delay_ms(100);       //delay 100 after plucking       

      state++; 

      break; 

 

     case 2:/******************collect samples state****************************/ 

       gate = 1; 

       enableFreqCounter();       

       while(gate); //gets negated in ISR after #samples taken - dirty and error prone 

       disableFreqCounter();           

       state++; 

       break; 

       

     case 3: /********************Math state**************************/// freq analysis          

       current = 0; 

       j=0; 

       a=0; 

       b=0;       

       if (index > 0)                       //if samples exist 

       {          

           for ( j = 0; j < index; j++) {   //test each sample for acceptable period 

length or interference 

             temp=results[j] / 2;           //result is period in increments of 0.5us 

             if((temp<6666)&&(temp>3125))   //if within expected period of 150hz-320hz 

             { 

                 freq_arr[a] = (temp);      //store to new array 

                 a++; 

             } 

           }             
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    //'a' now contains size of array [0..a]    

          if(a>0)                          //if samples exist in new array 

          {               

             for (j = 0; j < a; j++)       //sum all samples for averaging 

             {         

                 b+=freq_arr[j];           //sum samples      

             }              

             current=b/a;                  //take average           

             current = 1.0/current*1000000.0; //convert to frequency using float math   

             cur = current;                // print to lcd with int 

             myLCD.UpdateFrequency_LCD(cur, expected); 

             state++;                      //goto stepper state 

          } 

          else//no useable samples in 'a' array 

          { 

            state=1;                      //auto restarts with new pluck and new samples 

as "expected==0" still 

            Serial.println("error2");     //not sure what else to do here?      

          } 

       } 

       else  

       { // no samples in results array, go back to stage 0 

         state = 1; 

         Serial.println("error3");  

       } 

       index = 0;   // restart results array index     

       break; 

 

     case 4:/*******************adjust stepper state***************************/ 

       steps = DEFAULT_STEP; 

       //calculate the number of steps supposing that for each 2Hz we have one step, 

which means 4 stepper motor steps 

       //best fit line for our system y=4.329x-734.12 (cannot go below 170Hz)y=steps 

x=freq 

        difference = abs(cur-expected); 

         

        Serial.println(difference); 

         

        if(difference>35)          //steps:frequency is non-linear relationship and  

        {                          //needs more steps for larger frequency increases 

          steps=difference*3.5; 

        } 

        else if(difference>1)       

        { 

          //steps=difference*4.3;  //testing 4.3 

          steps=difference*2.7; 

        } 

        else//within 1 

        { 

          steps=DEFAULT_STEP; 

           

        }  

        if(steps>250)  //string breaks from noise spike - limit steps in case of bad 

reading 

           steps = 250;   

            

        Serial.println(steps);    

 

       if (cur < expected)         //decide which direction to adjust 

       {//tension string 

         stepperGo(steps);        

         state = 2; 

       } 

       else if (cur > expected)     

       {//loosen string 

         stepperBack(steps); 

         state = 2; 

       } 

       else                       //when reached frequency - finished 

         state++; 
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       digitalWrite(6, LOW);      //stepper motor overheats if left on state 

       digitalWrite(7, LOW); 

       digitalWrite(10, LOW); 

       digitalWrite(11, LOW);   

       delay(10);                 //delay for new note to settle 

       break; 

        

     case 5:/*******************finished state***************************/ 

       Serial.println("Note is tuned! Try another option..."); 

       expected = 0;               

       delay(400);        

       state = 0; 

       break; 

  } 

} 
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